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Abstract
Inmostmammals and a rare few reptilian lineages the evolution of precise dental occlusion led to the
capacity to form functional chewing surfaces due to pressures generatedwhile feeding. The complex
dental architectures of such teeth and the biomechanics of their self-wearing nature are poorly
understood.Our research team composed of paleontologists, evolutionary biologists, and engineers
have developed a protocol to: (1) determine the histologicalmake-up of grinding dentitions in extant
and fossil taxa; (2) ascertainwear-relevantmaterial properties of the tissues; (3) determine how those
properties relate to inter-tissue-biomechanics leading the dental functionality using a three-
dimensional Archard’s wearmodel developed specifically for dental applications; (4) analyze those
data in phylogenetic contexts to infer evolutionary patterns as they relate to feeding. Finally we discuss
industrial applications that are emerging fromour paleontologically-inspired research.

1. Introduction

Throughout gnathostome (jawed-vertebrates) evol-
ution, modifications in tooth morphology enabled
changes in function and performance relevant to diet
(Hillson 1986, Carroll 1988, Reisz and Sues 2000,
Schwenk 2000, Benton andHarper 2009, Ungar 2010).
In several lineages precise dental occlusion evolved,
where upper and lower teethmeet in the samemanner
during each chewing stroke generating stresses to
efficiently comminute plants and/or animal parts
(Cooper and Poole 1973, Janis and Fortelius 1988,
Evans and Sanson 2003, Lucas 2004). This advanced
oral processing allows the breakdown and deglutina-
tion of ingesta formore rapid digestion and absorption
(Reisz and Sues 2000, Evans and Sanson 2003,
Lucas 2004, Reisz 2006).

One intriguing aspect of most precise occluding
dentitions is that the teeth do not erupt in their
fully functional adult form (figure 1), rather they
self-wear to this morphology from pressures

generated by tooth–tooth contact, entrapped food,
and exogeneous/endogenous abrasives (Janis and
Fortelius 1988, Purnell 2002, Erickson 2014). Among
the most biomechanically sophisticated self-wearing
dentitions are those of herbivores such as horses, ele-
phants, and rodents with grinding cheek teeth whose
semi-planar rasp-like occlusal surfaces pulverize
tough and abrasive plant matter like grasses (figure 1),
a capacity that facilitated their extensive ecological
diversifications and strongly influenced community
evolution (Stebbins 1981, MacFadden 1992, Shosh-
ani 1998, Williams and Kay 2001, Gheerbrant 2009,
Ungar 2010, Mihlbachler et al 2011). (Note: there has
been considerable discussion about the causes of abra-
sive wear in herbivore teeth (Damuth and Janis 2011,
Erickson 2014). Two primary sources of abrasive
introduced during feeding have been identified: (1)
siliceous phytoliths in plants (Si02·H20; Black-
man 1969, Hayward and Parry 1973, Piperno 2006)
thatmay act as plant defenses against animal feeding in
some taxa by promoting rapid wear of the teeth
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(Scott 1913, Simpson 1951, 1953, Romer 1966,
McNaughton and Tarrants 1983, McNaughton
et al 1985, Massey and Hartley 2006, Massey
et al 2008, 2009); and (2) exogenous grit (hard mineral
inclusions), silica sand in particular, that adhere to
plants as windblown dust or are ingested from the soil
during grazing (Stirton 1947, 1959, Sanson et al 2007,
Lucas et al 2013). Silica sand has invariably been
shown to be harder than any dental tissue, including
enamel the hardest tissue in the body (Newburn and
Pigman 1960). Since hardness is strong proxy for wear
resistance (Archard 1953, Khruschov 1974) it is incon-
trovertible that sand can abrade teeth if ingested by
herbivores with occluding dentitions. The jury is still
out with regard to plant phytoliths. Studies have
almost exclusively focused on their hardness relative
to enamel and variable results have resulted depending
on plant type,means of isolating the phytoliths, testing
devices implemented, and the taxon of mammal
whose enamel the values are compared (Erick-
son 2014). Some found the phytoliths to be harder
than enamel and suggest that they promote mamma-
lian tooth wear (Baker et al 1959), whereas others
(Sanson et al 2007, Lucas et al 2013, Erickson 2014)
show they are softer than enamel (although some of
the hardness values from Lucas and colleagues 2013,
despite being softer than primate enamel, are harder
than ungulate enamel Erickson 2014). Like Damuth
and Janis (2011), Erickson (2014) concluded that there
is a need to domore work to determine, if and to what
degree plant phytoliths abrade enamel in herbivorous
vertebrates. Erickson (2014) raised the interesting
point that the traditional focus on enamel hardness is
perhaps misguided with regard to the question of
whole-tooth wear. Nearly all phytoliths tested to date
show hardnesses greater than the other dental tissues
(e.g. orthodentine, cementum, secondary dentine)
and promote wear to them during mammalian feed-
ing.Wearmodeling shows that this will accentuate the
pressures on the wear-resistant enamel crests and pro-
minences promoting greater wear from hard exogen-
ous grit if present (Erickson et al 2012). Such
accentuation could also promote enamel wear from

softer constituents (even softer phytoliths) since softer
abrasives can wear harder constituents if the occlusal
pressures are sufficient (Richardson 1968).)

The relationship between dental evolution, diver-
sification, dietary change, climate, and plant verte-
brate herbivore coevolution has been studied in
several groups. These studies have largely con-
centrated on hypsodonty, correlation between faunal
and floral occurrences, or mesowear (Stebbins 1981,
Wing and Tiffney 1987, Damuth and Janis 2011,Mihl-
bachler et al 2011, Bertrand et al 2012). What has
lacked is a detailed understanding of underlying bio-
mechanical factors that influence dental form and tri-
bological properties. This is exceptionally important
for transitional forms that display the antecedents of
novelty and often temporally correlate with major
changes in ecology and diversity. Our recent discovery
of biomechanical material property and tissue pre-
servation in teeth tens of millions of years old (Erick-
son et al 2012), and advances in tribological (study of
wear) theory (Sawyer 2004) allowmodeling of compo-
site wear in abrasive systems (like the occluding teeth
of herbivores) that, viewed in a phylogenetic context in
concert with floral changes, can provide such
understanding.

Our team of evolutionary morphologists, paleo-
biologists, systematists, and mechanical engineers
developed a novel theoretical and operational protocol
to understand the evolution of grinding dentitions. In
a preliminary study we focused on grinding in hadro-
saurid dinosaurs (Erickson et al 2012), the key innova-
tion that fueled their domination of Late Cretaceous
Laurasian megaherbivorous niches (Prieto-Már-
quez 2010). We showed that fossil teeth retain their
hard tissue microstructural integrity (figure 2) as well
as their tribological signatures (figure 3). This allowed
us to understand the sequence of tissue acquisition
leading to the evolution of grinding. Through nanoin-
dentation testing of tissue hardness and reciprocal
wear tests on the fossil teeth, we discovered that the
hardness and wear rates of the fossils are consistent
with those in livingmammals with grinding dentitions
(figure 3) and correspond with relief faces in naturally

Figure 1.Horsemolars showing self-wearing topography. The two teeth on the left have beenwornwith usage to their functional
morphology. That on the right is erupting and is undergoing the transformation towear-induced functionality.
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Figure 2.Histological sections through a hadrosaurid dinosaur tooth (Edmontosaurus) teeth showing hard tissue preservation
(modified fromErickson et al 2012. Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS).

Figure 3.Hardnesses of commondental tissues in extant and fossil bison, an extant horse, and three hadrosaurid dinosaurs.Hardness
magnitudes of the∼70million year old hadrosaurid fossilsmatchwell with those in contemporary horse and bison teeth.
Corresponding height topographymaps of wear scars of the various dental tissues of the hadrosaurid shown alongside hardness data.
Greater worn volumewithin thewear scar corresponds tomaterials with greater wear rates (data and images fromErickson et al 2012.
Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS).
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worn chewing surfaces. We have since tested reptilian
andmammalian teeth spanning from the recent to the
Jurassic and recovered similar signatures showing the
potential to recover material properties in nearly any
fossil tooth. These data provide, for the first time, the
requisite information to solve how dental tissues work
in concert with usage to arrive at their respective func-
tional morphology. This is accomplished through tri-
bological abrasive wear modeling based on Archard’s
wear law (Archard 1953, Archard andHirst 1956, Saw-
yer 2004) (equation (1)), which relates the volumeV of
tissue lost as a function of the wear rateK, normal load
Fn, and sliding distance d

V K F dmm mm Nm N m . 13 3
n/( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )=

By incorporating tissue distributions determined
from histological sections, wear properties, and chew-
ing stroke directions determined from natural wear
striae, we developed a three-dimensional wear simula-
tion of dental grinding. The model generated chewing
surfaces that were topographically identical to those of
naturally worn hadrosaurid tooth batteries (figure 4),
showing that the wear biomechanics can be accurately
modeled, something that has not been achieved for
extant ungulate dentitions. Furthermore, the models
can be used to explore the functionality of each tissue
by systematically removing and modifying tissues
(figure 4). More recently we successfullymodeled wear
in slicing dentitions, the precursor condition to

grinding in some reptilian and mammalian lineages
(Erickson et al 2012). These models allow us to deter-
mine how each tissue contributes to surfaces such as
slicing faces, crest formation or support, etc and infer
the significance of tissue acquisitions towards dietary
transitions. Notably our paleontologically-inspired
wear modeling is also applicable in wear of numerous
material systems, and could be useful in engineering
(Rowe et al 2014, Feppon et al 2015) applications
including chemical mechanical polishing of electro-
nics (Sawyer 2004), and wear of car tires, shoes, and
multifunctional systems, such as sliding electrical
contacts.

Here we summarize our general approach to
understanding how changes in dental architecture
during evolution relate to biomechanical functionality
for grinding plant matter through self-wear. We also
discuss paleontologically-inspired industrial applica-
tions that are emerging fromourwork.

2.Methods

2.1. Specimen selection
We begin our studies by identifying vertebrate
clades in which: (1) some members evolved dentitions
that self-wear to their functional morphology
from abrasives in the diet; and (2) phylogenetic
relationships are well understood. For instance four
herbivorous dinosaurian lineages (Butler et al 2010,

Figure 4.Computation results for steady state topographymaps for hadrosaurid dental batteries with various tissue configurations.
Alternate tissue distributions failed to create certain tooth features present in the naturally worn tooth battery. This emphasizes the
need formultiple tissues to create the complex grinding features of these dental batteries (modified fromErickson et al 2012. Reprinted
with permission fromAAAS).
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Prieto-Márquez 2010)meet these criteria (figure 5), in
addition to lepidosaurian lineages such as sphenodon-
tids (Apesteguía and Novas 2003), and mammalian
lineages including horses (Mihlbachler et al 2011),
elephants (Shoshani 1998), artiodactyls (Price
et al 2005), and glires (Asher et al 2005). We use the
cladograms (graphic depictions of phylogenetic rela-
tionships) to aid in identifying evolutionary grades of
feeding prior to and after the genesis of the feeding
mode of interest (e.g. grinding in the present paper),
and select representative specimens from each
grade for histological and biomechanical analyses
utilizing neontological and paleontological museum
holdings.

2.2.Histological/morphological characterizations
Molds of the naturally worn chewing surfaces of the
teeth in taxa representing evolutionary grades of dental
occlusion are taken using dental putty (Silputty;
Douglas & Sturgess, Richmond, CA). Epoxy casts
(EpoxySet; Allied High Tech Products, Inc., Rancho
Dominguez, CA) of the teeth are then made, and the
detailed morphology captured with Laser Scanning

Confocal Microscopy (e.g. LEXT OLS3000; Olympus
America, Center Valley, PA (figure 6)).

Entire non-worn, or lightly worn cheek teeth from
the same taxa are then embedded in clear epoxy and
then serially sectioned parallel to the occlusal plane in
∼1.0 mm increments from crown apex to the root ter-
minus using a slow-speed bone saw (IsoMet 1000;
Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) with a diamond-tipped blade
(figure 7). The sections are then affixed to petro-
graphic microscope slides and sanded/polished to
approximately 100 μm on a rotary grinder/polisher
(RotoPol11 polisher with a Rotoforce1 powerhead;
Struers Inc., Cleveland, OH) using descending grades
of silicon carbide paper for viewing using polarized or
dissectingmicroscopy (Erickson et al 2012). The histo-
logical organization through the teeth is then descri-
bed using comparative oral biology terminology
(Peyer 1968, Schmidt and Keil 1971, Hillson 1986,
Bhaskar 1990) (figure 2).

The dental tissue architecture is then contrasted
with natural wear-induced relief to make preliminary
inferences on the cause of naturally worn topo-
graphical features such as crests and basins as they
relate to the tissue distributions (figure 8).

Figure 5.Archosaurian dinosaurian dental evolution. Representative cheek and incisiform teeth used in feeding by these reptiles with
shaded regions showing typical wear facet patterns. NO: non-occluding, IO: incipient occlusion, DO: dental occlusion, DB: dental
battery, E: edentulous. PD: permanent dentition. Phylogenetic hypothesis fromBrusatte (2012).
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2.3.Wear testing protocol
The loss of proteins have only amoderate influence on
wear-relevant parameters in dental tissues (Currey
and Abeysekera 2003) and so indentation testing of
dried teeth is commonly utilized to reveal inter-tissue
and interspecies differences in comparative dental
biomechanics (Currey and Abeysekera 2003). Our
testing of dried neontological and fossilized teeth
mimics these protocols (Erickson et al 2012). Wear
resistance is recovered by finely polishing epoxy-
mounted tooth crowns in the occlusal plane. Tests are
performed using a custom-built microtribometer
fitted with a conical diamond-tipped probe (figure 9)
that simultaneously measures normal and tangential
(friction) forces (Krick et al 2011, Erickson
et al 2012, 2015). A stage reciprocates the tooth against

the probe at a rate of 1 mm s−1 at 100 mNnormal load
over 100 cycles in the direction of natural wear striae,
resulting in wear scars, with wear volumes propor-
tional to the tissuewear rates (figure 3).

Three-dimensional topography maps of the wear
tracks are mapped using an optical profilometer (typi-
cally a scanning white light interferometer, Contour
GT K1; Bruker, Billerica, MA) (figure 3). These topo-
graphy maps are used to measure the worn volume
and subsequently the wear rate for each tissue. The
wear volume is calculated by summing the volume of
the wear scar below an assumed initial surface
(figure 10(a)). The geometry of the initial (unworn)
surface must be assumed based on the surface outside
of the wear scar; this creates challenges when integrat-
ing to calculate wear volume. As such, the

Figure 6. Laser surface scan showing the naturally worn functional topography of a hadrosaurid dinosaur (Corythosaurus) dental
battery (fromErickson et al 2012. Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS).

Figure 7.Preparation of a hadrosaurid histological tooth section. Tooth embedded in epoxy resin (left); sectioning of toothwith a
slow-speed diamond saw (middle); cut sections of tooth (right frame).
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methodology adopted to measure wear rate utilizes
individual line scans (figure 10(b)), which are less sen-
sitive to long range variations in initial surface rough-
ness. Based on these line scans, the wear rate is given as
(equation (2)):

K
V

F d

A L

F N L

mm

N m 2
. 2

3

n n

( )
( )

( )
⋅

= =
⋅
⋅ ⋅

⎡
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⎤
⎦⎥

In this formulation, N is the number of recipro-
cated cycles (two sliding passes per cycle), L is the length
of the wear scar, and A is the average area of cross-sec-
tional scans from theprofilometrymeasurements.

The initial step in the topographical processing
involves three-dimensional planar fitting of the data

with modal tilt or average tilt based on the unworn
portion of the topographical map. Cross-sectional line
scans are then extracted from the profiles. A line is fit
through the left and right unworn regions to define the
assumed unworn surface; this line is then subtracted
from the line scan topography data resulting in a
leveled line scan where z=0 corresponds to themean
unworn surface height. The user then identifies
boundaries of the wear scar, which are used as integra-
tion bounds. Trapezoidal integration of the wear scar
area from bound xl to xr (figure 10(c)) results in the
worn area (A) for the line scan and ultimately, the local
wear rate of the tissue. For a given section of tissue,
multiple wear topography measurements were taken
along the wear track to ensure statistical power in the

Figure 8.Correlation of histological tissues with occlusal surface relief in the hadrosauridCorythosaurus. The harder,morewear
resistant tissues form crests, whereas less resistant tissues form basins.

Figure 9.Visual description ofmicrotribometer and experimental conditions for tribological testing of fossilized dental tissues
(modified fromErickson et al 2012. Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS).
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wear measurements (Colbert et al 2011). Within each
scan, cross-sectional areas were computed at incre-
mentally spaced locations, typically ∼40 μm along the
wear track is the best practice. Despite exploring
numerous algorithms to identify different aspects of
wear scars, these features are best identified visually.

Depending on the shape and size of the wear scar
and the overall roughness of a given sample, uncer-
tainties can arise when computing the cross-sectional
area, including interpretation of wear scar boundaries,
assumptions about the unworn surface, surface
roughness, and relative size of the wear scar (signal-to-
noise). A conservative uncertainty in the worn area is
the product of the peak-to-peak surface roughness Ry

and thewidth of thewear scarw (equation (3))

u A R w. 3y( ) ( )=

The roughness of the unworn surface Ry creates
uncertainties when fitting the line to the unworn sur-
face. For example, enamel (figure 10(d)) has a very
smooth surface that allows for an accurate fit and
therefore low Ry. Uncertainty is also introduced with
regard to width of the wear track, which is most pre-
valent when features of the unworn surface approach
the size of wear scar features. Cementum (figure 10(e))
is inherently porous, endowing it with higher surface
roughness and making accurate identification of the
bounds of thewear scar difficult.

Total uncertainty in the wear rate is therefore the
sum of the contributions from uncertainty in the area
u(A) and uncertainty in the normal load u (F ,n ) where

Fn is the time-averaged uncertainty in the normal
force (equation (4))
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For all tissues tested, instrument uncertainties of
the profilometer are negligible compared to the wear
scar feature size and associated uncertainties in the
area. Therefore, they are neglected in the quantifica-
tion of the wear rate uncertainty. In addition, for large
wear scars relative to instrument resolution, uncer-
tainties in area become trivial and wear rate measure-
ments can be obtained with high confidence.
Orthodentine (figure 10(c)) shows large, distinct scars
with clearly defined wear tracks and minimal surface
roughness relative to wear scar height. We computed
the wear rate uncertainty for each line scan and found
it to be negligible relative to the total variance in the
wear rate for each tissue. Therefore, uncertainties in
area and normal force are insignificant and we instead
report the variance in thewear rate for each tissue.

2.4. Tribologicalmodeling
Our wear model links topology (the way in which
system components are arranged to affect system
properties)with wear performance of amulti-material
composite surface, each with their own unique wear

Figure 10.Wearmeasurements with surface topography. Surface profiles of wear scars aremeasured using optical profilometry to
determinewear rates of various dental tissues. (a)Volume lost,V. (b)Representative cross-sectional line scans are used tomeasure
worn area,A, and subsequently local wear rate for different tissues across thewear scar. (c)–(e) Surface profile scans for three separate
hadrosaurid dental tissues: (c) orthodentine, (d) enamel and (e) cementum. Surface roughness at thematerials surface can lead to
uncertainty in theworn area calculation.
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rate (Sawyer 2004, Erickson et al 2012, 2015, Rowe
et al 2014). Many engineering material systems are
multi-material composites that lend themselves to
topological considerations (Allaire et al 2011, 2013,
Vermaak et al 2014). Similarly, in many occluding
dentitions the chewing surface is composed of multi-
ple distinct tissues and can be modeled as multi-
material composites (figure 11(a)). The wear model
uses Archard’s wear law (Archard 1953, Archard and
Hirst 1956; equation (1)) and iteratively computes the
coupled evolution of surface shape and contact pres-
sure. For grinding dentitions, this models a compliant
abrasive pad, analogous to plant matter with various
hard phases (plant phytoliths and exogenous grit) that
is drawn across the occlusal surface of the tooth. For
simplicity of the model, the size(s) and density of the
abrasives is not considered because, formost cases, it is
likely inconsequential with regard to the wear of the
tissues at steady state. Archard’s wear law can be
rewritten to relate the change in height caused bywear,
Δz(x, y) (mm) as a function that is linearly dependent
on wear rate K(x, y) (mm3/(Nm)), contact pressure P
(x, y) (MPa), and incremental sliding distance Δs (m)
(equation (5))

z x y K x y P x y s, , , . 5( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D = - ⋅ ⋅ D

Because the model contains regions of different
wear rates, tissues with lower wear rates will remain
more prominent relative to tissues with higher wear
rates. This results in higher contact pressures at topo-
graphically higher (more wear resistant) features,
requiring a more complex contact mechanics model
that must be iteratively coupled with wear computa-
tions. The pressure at each node is a function of the
surface height (z) and the curvature of the surface

z

x

z

y

d

d

d

d

2

2

2

2( )+ at each point, through a two-parameter

Pasternak foundation (Pasternak 1954, Sawyer 2004,
Erickson et al 2012, 2015, Rowe et al 2014 Feppon
et al 2015) (equation (6)). Such a foundationalmodel is
analogous to a bed of springs with a surface curvature
stiffness term (figure 10(b))
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The initial model input is a flat (z=0), two-
dimensional distribution of tissues (i.e. distribution of
wear rates, see figure 11(a)) with uniform contact

Figure 11.Wear simulation of hadrosaurid (Edmontosaurus) dental battery. (a) Initial distribution of dental tissues with
correspondingwear rates. (b)Visual description of wearmodel that shows pressure ismaximumat crests andminimal in basins of the
tooth (modified fromErickson et al 2012. Reprintedwith permission fromAAAS).
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pressure across the surface (P=Pavg) (figure 11(b)).
Change in height due to wear (Δz(x, y)) is computed
for every point (x, y). This results in a new surface
topography, zi(x, y)=zi−1(x, y)+Δzi(x, y). The new
surface topography is used to calculate a contact pres-
sure distribution (based on equation (6)), which is
then used to calculate the next height change. In quali-
tative terms, crests of the tooth, which are higher and
have a negative curvature term, will have more pres-
sure applied to them than the basins of the tooth,
which have a lower height and positive curvature. This
routine of solving for zD and the pressure at each
point is repeated until a steady-state topography is
reached. At steady state, pressure on each type of tissue
is proportional to its wear rate (morewear resistant tis-
sues supportmore of the load).

The resultant functional shape depends on dental
material area, tissue spacing and wear resistance (e.g.
larger expanses of high wear material produce deeper
basins). To gain additional insight on each tissue’s
functionality within the dental structure, tissue dis-
tributions can be systematically modified by replacing,
removing, or changing distributions on the model

wear surface. For example, the alternate tissue dis-
tributions of the hadrosaurid model showed that the
structural features, such as crowns and basins, would
not form if the dental tissues did not have a range of
wear rates. In the case of removing mantle dentine,
secondary crests along the dental battery were not
formed (figure 4). Therefore, the model can be used to
test hypotheses of how tissue distributions and wear
attributes act to create surface features through wear
and provide explanatory inference into the observed
topography of fossil specimens. The model is finally
used to test how tissue distributions and wear attri-
butes act to create surface features throughwear.

3. Evolutionary synthesis

In our studies we ultimately use the collective histolo-
gical, biomechanical, and the known or inferred
information on dietary ecology through each evolu-
tionary transformation series to infer, compare and
contrast the biomechanical steps leading to grinding in
amniotes. This is done by character mapping and

Figure 12.Charactermapping of toothwear and histological features during hadrosaurid evolution. (a)Charactermapping exercise.
(b)Corythosaurus dental battery occlusal surface and histological section of a tooth. The arrowpoints to a longitudinally oriented giant
tubule. (c)Prosauralophus dental battery occlusal surface and histological section of a tooth (fromErickson et al 2012. Reprintedwith
permission fromAAAS).
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analyzing the data on cladograms for the clades of
interest (figure 12).

4. Conclusion

Modeling of tooth wear in fossil and living herbivor-
ous vertebrates provides direct insight into the form
and function of dental tissue complexes leading to
whole-tooth dental functionality. Development of
these models is the result of a fertile collaboration
among engineers, paleontologists, and evolutionary
biologists who bring together a unique combination of
expertise, specimens, instrumentation, and perspec-
tive. This work is based on the implementation of
novel analyses (application of Archard’s wear
equations in three-dimensions) and new fossil discov-
eries (the demonstration that material properties are
still present in fossil teeth) that are used within a
phylogenetic context to develop hypotheses of tooth
functional evolution at fine scales. This singular
evolutionary history, when combined with patterns of
faunal and floral changes, climate, and extinction
provides a much more complete picture of factors
regulating diversification and coevolution throughout
vertebrate evolution. Similarly, discovery that some
tissue types and tooth architectures arose indepen-
dently is a natural starting point for the examination of
the underlying genetic and developmental mechan-
isms that account for these patterns.

Ourmethodologymarks, to our knowledge, thefirst
example of paleontological systems driving engineering
innovation and has expanded the potential for future
research. Prior to our work, the tribology of dental wear
in extant animals with grinding dentitions was poorly
understood. Ourmethods developed for dinosaur feed-
ing facilitates explaining how and why the complex
grinding dentitions of mammals such as horses, bison
and rodents functionwhich is relevant to disparatefields
such as veterinary science, anthropology, ecology, bio-
mimetics, paleontology, and tribology.

The topological and biomechanical complexity
(with regard to the number of wear-relevant con-
stituents and loading directions) of grinding and sli-
cing herbivorous dinosaur dentitions exceeds many
industrial applications where typically only two con-
stituents aremodeled two-dimensionally. Our paleon-
tologically inspired three-dimensional Archard’s wear
model expands upon existing wear models and is
directly relevant to industrial applications. Originally
developed to investigate chemical mechanical polish-
ing (Sawyer 2004), this model was extended to include
systems with more than two materials and three
dimensions (Erickson et al 2012, 2015, Rowe
et al 2014) to serve as a computationally inexpensive
and sophisticated model in a field devoid of such tools
(Suarez and Higgs 2015). Our methodology can be
extended to multiple systems, including composite
material systems (such as tires, seals, shoes), low wear

solid-lubricant components (bushings, gimbals, and
gears), and multi-functional interfaces (electrical
switches, motors, and generators). By reducing wear
between surfaces, the performance and reliability of
these systems can be improved and component life-
times extended, reducing costs and downtime asso-
ciated with component replacement. Recently, a
method to directly solve for the steady-state surface
profile for a composite surface was developed, redu-
cing computational time significantly (Feppon
et al 2015). This direct method is allowing designers to
create optimal material distributions to reduce wear
rate and achieve desired steady state topographies.
From this work, a topology optimization framework
that utilizes the model is being developed to design
composite systems for optimal wear performance.
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